HAWAIIAN HOLIDAY
CAST OF CHARACTERS

HONEY BHU
Spends her time looking for the Big Wave. (Must be a football fan!) Knows all the "hot spots" to visit.

PEARL CURTIS
Likes excitement and adventure. Has offered to dive off a 3 foot ladder into a soaked sponge if someone will pay her medical expenses. Pearl is a real Jewel.

LAURA LEGETCH
Deals in beauty. Thinking of changing her name. Doesn't like Laura too much. Rumored she spends too much time reading labels on gum wrappers. (Last name pronounced Leech)

LON LOOMIS
Likes the water. His friends gave him a rubber ducky to play with in the surf. The scary thing is that he thought about bringing it.

MARTIN MIXLER
Won a look-a-like contest for a famous Hollywood personality. Can you guess who it was? The only one to get on the plane with a Parka. Did he get his States mixed up when he booked a trip to the 50th State?

KATHY MOOREHOUSE
Kathy just loves to swim. Want to know any more? Ask her. Something about her smells.

OLIN PETRA

BOB SWARTZ
Bold, daring, dashing, adventuresome. Sometimes has been known to stay up until 11:30 pm and it wasn't even New Year's Eve! A real high flyer.

MOLOKAI MAMA
As authentic a Hawaiian as you're going to get in this game. Spends lots of time at the beaches searching for something. She must be a track star because she is always playing with a baton.

HEY YOU
A secretive person, searching for his identity. He appears to have missed his lessons on counting as a youth. Ask him about the Mongoose at your own risk.